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1.According to the Romantics, the art ist must ____  himself from a corrupt 

society to produce art.  

A)alien  

B)alias  

C)alike  

D)alienate  

E)alight  

 

2. Are your salaries increased twice a year or ____?  

A)annuity  

B)annualled  

C)anniversary  

D)annually  

E)anomaly  

 

3. He doesn't really l ike ____ sports because he once  hardly survived drowning 

in a pool.   

A)aquaplane  

B)aquarium  

C)aquamarine  

D)aquatint  

E)aquatic  

 

4. You can open the bottle by twisting it ____.  

A)anti  -  clockwise  

B)anti - choice  

C)anti  - abortion  

D)anti  -  nuclear  

E)anti  -  racist   

 

5. He is extremely strong. He is a ____ man.  

A)biology  

B)biographic  

C)biopsy  

D)biotechnologic  

E)bionic  

 

6. This magazine has been published ____, with six   issues a year so far, but 

henceforth,  it  will be  published weekly.  

A)biennially  

B)biannually  

C)bifocal  

D)bimonthly  

E)biweekly  

 

7. The professor has lectured to various ____ all  over the  world.  

A)audible  

B)audit   

C)audition  

D)auditoriums  

E)audiences  



8.In the 21st century, Turkey and Greece should enjoy a period of peaceful ____ 

in the region.  

A)cooperative  

B)cooption  

C)coexistent  

D)corporation  

E)coexistence  

 

9. After you come back from your holiday, I want a  detailed ____ of your trip.  

A)chronic  

B)concept  

C)prompt  

D)chronometer  

E)chronology  

 

10.Some people say that  smoking may not be harmful if  the smoker doesn't 

smoke excessively,  but I think the  ____. If an excessive amount is  harmful, 

small  amounts are harmful too.  

A)contrasting  

B)confliction  

C)contravene  

D)contradiction  

E)contrary  

 

11.We have to ____ all these old houses in order to  establish new ones.  

A)demobilize  

B)demonsrating  

C)demolish  

D)devalue  

E)deform  

 

12.The Prime Minister argued that  soldiers shouldn't ____  their political views.  

A)dictate  

B)diction  

C)dictator  

D)dictation  

E)dictionary 

 

13.Knights shouldn't  be ____ to their kings.  

A)disagree  

B)dismiss  

C)disloyal  

D)disapprove  

E)disapproval  

 

14.This teacher is  the ____ of all good virtues.   

A)embroider  

B)embellishment  

C)embarrassment  

D)empower  

E)embodiment   

 

 

 

 



15.Physical ____ and first impressions are very important  in our sector.  

A)preference  

B)experience  

C)appearance  

D)conference  

E)equivalence  

 

16.Ankara is approximately ____ from Istanbul and  Bursa.   

A)equilibrium  

B)equivalent  

C)equidistant   

D)unequal  

E)equinox  

 

17.In the past  ____, which means a man has two wives  used to be considered 

normal but in our century it  is  not so common.  

A)monogamy  

B)polygamy  

C)bigamy  

D)endogamy  

E)patriarchy  

 

18.Copernicus contradicted the ____ model of the solar  system by stating that 

the sun was central.   

A)geography  

B)geographical  

C)geological  

D)geometric  

E)geocentric  

 

19.There is the popular idea that  ____ classes in schools  and courses are l ikely 

to be more successful.  

A)homograph  

B)homophone  

C)homology  

D)homosapiens  

E)homogeneous  

 

20.I know very well what she wanted to ____ by  mentioning the project  in the 

meeting.  

A)import  

B)implicate  

C)implement  

D)implant  

E)imply  

 

21.____ stated that the company shouldn't risk its  financial resources on the 

project.   

A)Pediatrists  

B)Alchemists  

C)Antagonists   

D)Misogamists  

E)Narcissists  

 

 



22.Nowadays the ____ power of the local mineral water  has been disputed.  

A)native  

B)expressive  

C)effective  

D)cumulative  

E)curative  

 

23.All his efforts turned out to be ____ because the judge  sentenced him to pay 

for all the damage.  

A)careless  

B)hopelessness  

C)hopeless  

D)fruitless   

E)harmless  

 

24.The pop stars of Turkey seem to be successful due to  their abili ty to ____ the 

media.   

A)manuscript  

B)manicure  

C)manufacture  

D)manoeuvre  

E)manipulate  

 

25.Christianity,  Islam and Judaism are ____ religions.  

A)monophobia  

B)monogamous  

C)monotheist ic   

D)monosyllabic  

E)monopolist ic  

 

26.However science advances,  ____ cannot be attained.  

A)mortality  

B)immortal  

C)mortal  

D)mortician  

E)immortali ty  

 

27.The ____ of this book tries to influence the readers by  using an 

extraordinarily effective writing method.  

A)conqueror  

B)journalist  

C)artist  

D)editor  

E)author 

 

28.I have felt a great  ____ towards him that I cannot  figure out. Maybe his 

physical appearance is  repulsive to me.  

A)sympathy  

B)apathy  

C)empathy  

D)antipathy  

E)telepathy  

 

 

 



29.Before the invention of the car, horses were the  common means of ____.  

A)portable  

B)interaction  

C)porters  

D)transportation  

E)communication  

 

30.Everyone hopes that  ____ will have found the cure for  diseases like Aids,  

and cancer by the year 2000.  

A)conscientious  

B)scientology  

C)scientific  

D)pharmacy  

E)scientists  

 

31. He became a rich man after he was ____ a great deal  of money by his aunt 

whom he had never seen before.  

A)inherited  

B)willed  

C)inhabited  

D)inquired  

E)bequeathed  

 

32. The secretary has become quite ____ to the company  because no one knows 

the fil ing system except for  her.   

A)indiscernible  

B)influential   

C)indispensable   

D)indefinite  

E)indeterminable  

 

33.The father of the boy who was killed tried not to cry,  but he was grieving 

____.  

A)eternally  

B)inwardly  

C)mindly  

D)sincerely  

E)consciously  

 

34.I think there is no ____ for his vulgar behavior because it  is completely his 

own fault.  

A)justification  

B)justice  

C)sincerity  

D)time  

E)right  

 

35.He is 18 years old so he is too old to be tried as a  ____ delinquent.  

A)youth  

B)child  

C)teenager  

D)juvenile  

E)young  

 

 



36.Investigation ____ that a long separation of a child  from his mother can lead 

to psychological problems.  

A)takes  

B)entails  

C)indicates  

D)requires  

E)presents  

 

37.What can be more beautiful than walking slowly along a beach on a ____  

summer night.  

A)unpredictable  

B)windy  

C)sensit ive  

D)serene  

E)tremendously 

 

38.The first ____ of Parliament will begin in March.  

A)session  

B)strike  

C)meeting  

D)arrangement  

E)arguments  

 

39.The earliest  ____ of America as far as we know were  

the Indians.  

A)inhabitants  

B)immigrants  

C)governments  

D)visitors  

E)settlements  

 

40.Some fruit  such as oranges are ____ in spring and  

cost  a lot .  

A)rarely  

B)hard  

C)bare  

D)shallow  

E)scarce  

 

41.Coffee and tea include caffeine which is a ____.  

A)influence  

B)stimulant  

C)couraging  

D)movement  

E)studious  

 

42.Most paragraphs have one sentence which expresses  

the general idea or ____ of the paragraph.  

A)headline  

B)title  

C)topic  

D)theme  

E)rhythm  

 

 



43.Scientists have found a direct ____ between smoking  and lung cancer.  

A)link  

B)interaction  

C)correlative  

D)corporation  

E)corresponding  

 

44.The Grand ____ in Istanbul is  one of the oldest  shopping centres in the 

world.   

A)Centre  

B)Bazaar  

C)Campus  

D)Bookstore  

E)Grocery  

 

45.He is l ike a satanic figure because he approaches  people and argues, ____ 

like a snake.  

A)roaring  

B)hissing  

C)shouting  

D)whispering  

E)thunder 

 

46.John is very shy. That 's  why he has great difficulties in  oral ____ although 

he is a very hardworking student.  

A)organizations  

B)meetings  

C)exams  

D)discourses  

E)speech  

 

47.The guests saluted each other, touched glasses with  a ____ and clapped.  

A)quack  

B)lisp  

C)whisper  

D)crack  

E)clink  

 

48.When we first came to this university they gave us a  ____ room that was so 

small  that we decided to rent a  

small  house instead.  

A)gymnasium  

B)psychics  

C)caravan  

D)dormitory  

E)palace  

 

49.Countries like Turkey are members of ____ and send  soldiers when 

necessary, but on the other hand, they have no direct say in decision making, 

unlike the USA.  

A)UNESCO  

B)OPEC  

C)OK  

D)NATO  

E)D8.  



 

50.When Alaaddin's  genie said ____ the Statue of Liberty  disappeared at the 

same time.  

A)hotsy - totsy  

B)rowdy - dowdy  

C)hocus - pocus  

D)teeny - weeny  

E)roly - poly  

 

 

 


